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Updated June 2021. Before you enter the Yolo reveal level 2 list 2021, SSS > SS > s > a > b > C. 

The level of characters marked with (*) is provisional. If it is not applicable, it means it is not 

available at present. You will start with the two-star, three-star and four-star Yolo hack 

characters in the game. Keep saving crystals and flowers on summon and you'll get some top 

units. If you want to win the friendship currency, you have to scout every eight hours. Tap the 

friends option in the upper left corner of the screen - > co op - > scout. You can make crystal, 

friendship currency, and a lot of gold. All the characters in the game belong to one of these 

factions: ghosts, people, monsters, demons, fairies, angels. Gamblers, for example, are a ghost 

faction. Go to the Yolo++ tab in the footers menu. It has two sub labels: girl and gallery. In the 

girls tab, the game shows the characters that have been unlocked so far. In the library, it 

displays a list of all the characters that can be filtered by these factions. Players can activate aura 

rewards by deploying specific characters in specific camps. 
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